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Abstract
In multidisciplinary design optimization, differ-
ent experts from different disciplines located of-
ten at different sites solve a problem in common.
Efficient and effective collaboration is essential.
This paper describes an approach how software
technologies enable ad hoc collaboration during
the development of process chains used in mul-
tidisciplinary design optimization. The German
Aerospace Center develops a framework that
supports this kind of ad hoc collaboration. It is
used for optimizing the thermal management of
spacecraft. As a result, the development phase
of the process chain gets more efficient, because
the technical effort of collaboration is reduced.
1 Introduction
The design study of complex objects such as air-
craft or spacecraft often involves many different
disciplines. The involved experts work in differ-
ent organisations, which are often spread across
multiple sites. Collaborative work requires lots
of communication via e-mail or phone and data
and tools have to be shared and exchanged.
Multidisciplinary collaboration can be cumber-
some due to the communication overhead.
In the initial design phase, the tools of the
different disciplines are developed and an auto-
mated design process chain to couple them is set
up. Tools include simulation codes, analysis ap-
plications, or optimization algorithms. At this
stage, the tools are still evolving and subject to
frequent changes because of bug fixes and new
features. Keeping the tools of all disciplines at
all sites always up to date is a challenge. The
conventional approach in multidisciplinary de-
sign is collecting all required tools and running
them on one dedicated compute machine. This
approach can be a limitation due to
• Software licensing issues, as research tools
are often based on commercial software
for numerical computation and simulation,
whose licenses are too expensive for an addi-
tional installation on the compute machine.
• Platform specific tools, which require spe-
cific operating systems or “exotic” hard-
ware platforms such as compute clusters,
graphic cards, accelerators etc.
• Impractical centralized installation of fre-
quent software updates.
This paper describes an approach to support
collaboration in initial design phases within dis-
tributed environments, where tools can remain
at each developer’s machine. The approach en-
sures that every involved discipline can always
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Figure 1: The SpaceLiner while separating from
its main tank.
use the latest version of tools from all other dis-
ciplines. It reduces the mentioned coordination
overhead between project members and allows
an efficient and iterative process chain develop-
ment.
In Section 2 the design optimization of the
SpaceLiner [1] is introduced – a revolutionary
concept between aviation travel and space travel
for ultra fast passenger transport (see Fig. 1).
Requirements for ad hoc collaboration are elab-
orated in Section 3. In Section 4 the implemen-
tation of the introduced ad hoc collaboration ap-
proach is presented.
2 Multidisciplinary Design Optimiza-
tion in Thermal Management of
Spacecraft
When designing spacecraft, one of the major is-
sues is to devise its thermal management. This
is particularly true for thermal protection sys-
tems (TPS) during atmospheric re-entry. One
part of current DLR research focuses on the de-
velopment of new hybrid structures with inte-
grated thermal control units for future space
transportation systems and hypersonic planes
like the SpaceLiner [1] (see Fig. 1).
Beside passive thermal management tech-
niques through heat sink elements consisting
of materials with extremely high heat conduc-
tivity and forced radiation cooling, magneto-
hydrodynamic (MHD) effects with cooled mag-
nets for heat reduction [2] are in the focus of
DLR research.
Aerodynamics
Thermal-
management
Structural
sizing
Geometry
Figure 2: Involved disciplines in the MDO prob-
lem.
The goal of the overall project is to find the
optimal preliminary SpaceLiner design which
considers all disciplines together (see Fig. 2).
The involved disciplines are:
• Geometry (e.g., maximum length or nose
radius of the spacecraft),
• Aerodynamics (e.g., a solution in compli-
ance with minimum lift and maximum drag
requirements),
• Thermal management (e.g., the choice or
combination of the cooling system and its
parameters),
• Structural sizing (e.g., the computation of
structural masses).
The objective of the optimization problem is
to locate the design with the maximum glide
ratio subject to an upper mass constraint and
to several geometry constraints for a fixed tra-
jectory. As the considered disciplines together
build a highly coupled system and a change of
input in one simulation tool affects also the out-
put of several other ones, multidisciplinary de-
sign optimization (MDO) techniques have to be
applied [3, 4]. The application of the appropri-
ate MDO technique for the addressed optimiza-
tion problem is a research topic of its own and
out of the scope of this paper.
The design optimization of the SpaceLiner re-
quires the close collaboration between experts
of all disciplines, especially in the initial design
phase. As most of the involved physical phe-
nomena cannot be computed exactly but rather
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have to be approximated by numerical simu-
lation tools, tools of the mentioned disciplines
are integrated in an appropriate design process
chain. Especially in the initial design phase, the
tools are subject to constant development and
improvements, which results in challenges dur-
ing the development of the process chain. An-
other problem arises from the fact that the in-
volved experts do not only belong to different
disciplines, but also work in different institutes
located on different sites in Germany.
3 Ad hoc Collaboration in Multidisci-
plinary Process Chain Development
As in the thermal management of spacecraft,
multidisciplinary design is often performed using
automated process chains. Process chains con-
sist of multiple tools. The tools belong to differ-
ent disciplines, and therefore have dependencies
between each other that must be considered dur-
ing execution. To set up those process chains, in-
tegration frameworks are widely used [5]. As de-
scribed in Section 2, process chains with multi-
disciplinary character have specific requirements
regarding collaboration. Especially, this affects
the phase when involved tools are being devel-
oped, and the process chain is being set up.
To allow collaboration in this phase, the used
framework must enable the user to use tools
of other disciplines easily, in the latest version,
from remote, and ad hoc. Based on these de-
mands, requirements are derived that an inte-
gration framework must fulfill.
A user should be always able to use the latest
version of a certain tool. On the other hand, the
tool developer wants to provide frequent updates
of his tool during the development phase. Thus,
the tool developer must be able to integrate and
provide his tool to others in an effective and effi-
cient way. This can be ensured, if the integration
process itself is simple and robust and if the dis-
tribution of the tool is as transparent as possible
for the developer.
A user must be allowed to use tools on de-
mand which can run remotely on different sites.
This implies different requirements to the in-
tegration framework: first, a local installation
of the framework must be able to connect on
demand to the rest of the distributed process
chain. Second, the framework must be able to
execute the tools. Third, the local configura-
tion of the framework to e.g. setup the network
should be easy and transparent for the user.
In summary, a tool developer must be able to
easily integrate his tool in a single local integra-
tion framework. He must be enabled to config-
ure his framework in a way that it can connect
on demand to an overall network of frameworks
from experts of other involved disciplines. It
must be possible for a tool user to access and
execute tools as long as the associated integra-
tion framework is part of the network.
The benefits of collaboration in multidisci-
plinary design with the approach outlined above
are:
• Control over tool under development: The
tool stays all the time on the machine con-
trolled by the developer and will not be dis-
tributed in an unmanageable way.
• Frequently centralized updates of tool:
Newer versions of the tool can be provided
by the developer by updating it on his local
machine without additional overhead.
• Tool users can directly make use of new ver-
sions and can give feedback instantly (e.g.,
if dependencies to tools of other disciplines
are violated or not considered properly).
For the multidisciplinary optimization of ther-
mal management the integration framework
RCE (Remote Component Environment) [6] is
used from the beginning of the project. As the
demand for collaboration during the iterative
multidisciplinary process chain development in-
creases, RCE was extended with the support for
collaboration in that phase by considering the
requirements from above.
Other integration frameworks were evalu-
ated concerning support for multidisciplinary
optimization and collaboration. is an
open-source integration framework developed at
NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC). It fo-
cuses on the support for multidisciplinary de-
sign analysis and optimization (MDAO) [7].
Compared to RCE it provides more powerful
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and more multi-purpose optimization methods.
OpenMDAO allows for execution of tools on re-
mote machines like compute clusters. Central-
ized tool distribution is not addressed.
PHX ModelCenter R© is an commercial inte-
gration framework developed and purchased by
Phoenix R© Integration. It supports distributed
computing. Specific server can be set up where
tools can be integrated and distributed to Mod-
elCenter instances. This approach supports cen-
tralized tool distribution, but it is limited to dis-
tribution from server-side. From a user’s ma-
chine tools can only be consumed from remote
and not distributed to others.
4 Ad hoc Collaboration using RCE
Multidisciplinary design and optimization is a
complex task. From a specialist’s perspective,
dependencies between disciplines must be under-
stood. Based on these dependencies, the inter-
faces of tools must be defined and tools must be
coupled correctly.
From a technical perspective, the tools, which
are often located at different sites, must be ex-
ecuted and data must be transferred. Both the
tools and the data are heterogeneous: Tools are
written in different languages, or run on different
operating systems. Data is represented in dif-
ferent formats, or values may use different mea-
surement units.
Tools and data are continuously changing dur-
ing the development phase of a multidisciplinary
process chain. That leads to a demand for ad
hoc collaboration (see Section 3).
In multidisciplinary optimization of thermal
management, engineers prefer to focus on the
specialist side of the optimization task. To re-
duce the technical effort to a minimum, the in-
tegration framework RCE (Remote Component
Environment) is used. The following subsections
introduce RCE and explain how it enables ad
hoc collaboration from a technical point of view.
4.1 Distributed Multidisciplinary Pro-
cess Chains
In multidisciplinary process chains, each in-
volved discipline is represented by at least one
tool. RCE allows the integration of tools, the
composition of tools to process chains, and their
distributed execution from one single site. RCE
is a distributed system. Instances run of differ-
ent machines. Each running instance is called a
node in the RCE network.
RCE instances can be started with a graphi-
cal user interface (GUI), which also provides a
graphical editor for defining process chains. All
available tools are listed in the editor, an can
be simply dragged into the process chain edi-
tor. A tool is called available if it is integrated
on at least one node. When a process chain is
executed, RCE executes each tool on the node
where it is integrated. Tool execution ordering
and data transfer are handled automatically.
4.2 Networking and Communication
A typical approach to networked computing is
the client-server model, in which a central in-
stance (the “server”) controls all interactions
within the network. While this approach is easy
to implement, the resulting network layouts are
quite static, which is not ideally suited for ad
hoc collaboration. To provide more flexibility,
the structure of a RCE network is based on
the peer-to-peer approach. In this concept, any
RCE node can choose to accept network con-
nections from other nodes. All nodes that are
directly or indirectly connected are combined
into a virtual network which is independent of
the underlying physical network. As communi-
cation requests between nodes without a direct
connection are forwarded (“routed”) by inter-
mediate nodes, each pair of nodes can transpar-
ently communicate with each other. With the
flexibility that this approach offers, both ad hoc
and long-term networks can be set up easily.
One important design criterion of the current
RCE network system was that as long as a phys-
ical network connection can be established in ei-
ther direction, communication within the virtual
network can flow in both directions. This prop-
erty allows simple solutions to common network-
ing problems. For example, a typical scenario is
where members of a working group are located
in different networks, each of which is protected
by a firewall that allows no incoming connec-
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tions. This situation can be easily handled by
setting up an RCE node (called a “relay”) in a
public network that is reachable from each pro-
tected network. As working group members only
need to make connections from their protected
network to a public one, problems associated
with network management are greatly reduced
or even completely eliminated.
While this simple solution would be possible
with a client-server approach as well, the peer-
to-peer approach allows to extend this setup in
many ways. For example, multiple relays can
be connected to each other, which is often use-
ful to link users or resources located at different
institutes into the same virtual network.
Ra
Ua1
Ua2
Cd
Ud
Rb
Uc
Ca
Figure 3: Network of RCE nodes configured as
relays (R), compute nodes (C) and user frontend
machines (U).
Fig. 3 shows such a setup, where a relay node
Ra is located within the local network of an insti-
tution, and another relay Rb is set up on a pub-
licly available machine (for example, in a DMZ).
Ua1 and Ua2 represent RCE installations on
team member’s machines in the same network
as Ra. These installations only need to be con-
figured with the information how to connect to
Ra to access the whole virtual network with all
connected resources, which greatly simplifies the
handling of ad hoc network changes.
Uc represents a user at a different institute
who chooses to connect to Rb directly, without
an intermediate relay.
Ca represents a compute node located in the
same network as relay Ra. By simply connect-
ing to Ra, it can make its resources available
to all members in the virtual network, including
Uc. This kind of resource sharing would be diffi-
cult without RCE, as the network containing Ca
does not allow incoming connections from other
institutes.
Cd represents a compute node that is directly
connected to the central relay as well, making
its resources available in a similar way as Ca.
While this example has used the typical roles
of relay, compute node and user machine so far,
any combination of these can be configured as
well. For example, the compute node Cd has
been set up to allow incoming connections from
user machines like Ud, which combines the roles
of compute node and relay into one. In the
same manner, user machines can act as compute
nodes or as relays for colleagues as well.
Adding new remote sites or compute resources
to the virtual network (for example, by connect-
ing them to Rb as well) requires no action on
part of the working group members. From their
perspective, the new resources simply appear
and are immediately ready to use. Similarly,
new members connecting to any part of the vir-
tual network are immediately able to consume
all published resources of other members, and
publish their own resources (including tools) as
well.
4.3 Ad hoc Distribution of Tools
As described in Section 3, from a technical point
of view a prerequisite of ad hoc collaboration
in multidisciplinary process chains is a frame-
work which allows the integration of tools. To
integrate a tool into RCE following requirements
must be fulfilled:
• The tool must be executable via a single
command line call, and without any user
interaction during execution,
• the tool’s input must only be command line
parameters and files,
• all input files must be located in a specific
folder, and
• all output files generated by the tool must
be written in a specific folder as well.
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In the integration concept of RCE, an inte-
grated tool is treated as a black box. I.e., it is
seen in terms of its inputs and outputs without
any knowledge of its internal working. Fig. 4
summarizes RCE’s tool integration concept.
RCE executes a tool as it would be executed
to run standalone. It invokes a pre-defined com-
mand line call, which usually includes the ex-
ecutable and optional parameters. RCE waits
asynchronously for the tool’s termination. Dur-
ing execution, it continuously fetches the stan-
dard console output generated by the tool. It
provides it immediately to the user (GUI and
log file) even if the tool execution is done on a
remote RCE node.
Tools are developed to run standalone. If they
become a part of an automated process chain ex-
tra tasks must be usually performed to fit into
the chain. This includes e.g. the conversion of
input files into a different file format or writing
output data calculated by the tool into a shared
database. As these tasks are only needed if the
tool is executed within a process chain, they
must not be part of the tool’s logic. Therefore,
RCE supports pre and post processing steps:
It provides the possibility to execute two given
scripts in conjunction with the tool execution
itself. One script is executed right before the
execution of the tool, and the other one right
after the tool is finished.
An integrated tool is configured via RCE’s
graphical user interface (GUI). Tool-specific
configuration GUIs can be defined by tool de-
velopers in specified configuration description
files. Out of these files, the GUIs for the tool
configuration are automatically generated dur-
ing RCE’s runtime.
For each tool integrated into RCE, a descrip-
tion file must be provided by the tool developer.
All relevant information like paths to the tool’s
executable or to the pre/post processing scripts,
the icon a tool shall be shown within the GUI,
etc. must be defined there. At startup time,
RCE is processing these files and then integrates
the tool. If the integration of a tool was success-
ful, a new item is added to the list of tools that
are available for building process chains.
Once a tool has been integrated into one RCE
instance, e.g., the tool developer’s instance, it
Figure 4: Tool integration concept of RCE.
is instantly being distributed in the RCE net-
work the correspondent node is part of. As only
a descriptive information about the tool is dis-
tributed, the distribution step is fast and not
expensive in terms of communication. As soon
as another node has received the information,
this node’s user can immediately start using the
tool in its process chains as if it is installed on
its local machine. The actual execution of the
tool is performed on the node’s machine that it
is integrated on. This distinction ensures that
the actual tool does not need to be transferred
to other machines, and that no conflicts with
outdated versions of the tool can occur.
The tool’s executable and related files are ref-
erenced locally on the executing node’s machine.
If a new version of the tool is available, only
updates to local files are required. From then
on, only the new version of the tool will be dis-
tributed and can be used by others.
Once a tool has reached a stable state, it is
usually desirable that it is available even if the
tool developer’s node is not connected to the
RCE network. In that case the tool can be
moved to a compute node, which are designed
to be connected permanently (see Section 4.2).
4.4 Ad hoc Distribution of Optimization
Methods
Multidisciplinary process chains are often uti-
lized for optimization purposes. To improve the
performance of the optimization, it might be re-
quired to design and implement a custom opti-
mization method first that fits well to the spe-
cific optimization problem.
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Figure 5: Optimizer integration concept of RCE.
The development of a custom optimization
method is more efficient if the developer can test
its method with tools the method is designed to
optimize. If the developer can share the current
state of the method to others, involved in the
process chain, he can get feedback from them.
This leads to a more effective development as
well.
It is possible to integrate custom optimiza-
tion methods into RCE without having to wait
for a new release of RCE. The optimizer com-
ponent defines a script interface which allows
any user to integrate his optimization method
in RCE and to distribute it to others. For do-
ing so, there is a template folder containing two
predefined scripts. The first script will be called
by RCE to start the optimization method. The
other script is responsible for handling the com-
munication work, e.g. exchanging new design
and response variables between RCE and the op-
timization method (see Fig. 5).
Using these scripts (written in Python), the
user can define his own methods in any pro-
gramming language that can be triggered using
Python. It is also possible to define method con-
figurations in further template files. With those,
RCE will automatically generate a graphical
user interface and deliver the information the
user enters to the optimization method. While
designing the new method, the user will be able
to use it within RCE, without having to config-
Figure 6: First results of the optimization of the
SpaceLiner geometry.
ure anything outside of the framework.
The execution of the method is performed
on the node’s machine providing the method.
Again, version conflicts are avoided. If the op-
timization method is available in a newer ver-
sion, only files on the node’s machine must be
updated.
5 Multidisciplinary Design Optimiza-
tion in Thermal Management of
Spacecraft using RCE
In DLR, for the optimization of thermal man-
agement of the SpaceLiner RCE is used from the
beginning of the project. One current setup con-
sists of experts for the structural sizing discipline
in Bremen, Germany, sharing their tools with
experts from aerodynamics in Cologne, Ger-
many, via RCE. Both groups are able to develop
their tools and test them immediately within a
process chain using real world data. Problems
in the tools or even mistakes in the design of the
process chain can be tracked down much easier
and sooner than without the ad hoc collabora-
tion support provided by RCE.
Fig. 7 illustrates the process chain we estab-
lished in RCE so far. Three of the four involved
disciplines mentioned in Section 2 are already
integrated. First results of the optimization are
available and are visualized in Fig. 6.
6 Conclusions
Using the example of optimizing the thermal
management of spacecraft we demonstrated the
demand of collaboration when developing tools
and setting up multidisciplinary process chains.
We pointed out how collaboration in that phase
can be supported by integration frameworks.
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Figure 7: Current version of the process chain for optimizing the SpaceLiner’s thermal management
implemented in RCE.
We introduced a process chain, where we uti-
lized the collaboration support provided by the
integration framework RCE.
In the presented use case of thermal manage-
ment in spacecraft design, the ad hoc collabo-
ration approach enables efficient collaboration
between experts working at different sites. The
tool specialists use newly implemented optimiza-
tion methods immediately. The optimization
specialists develop new methods always against
the latest version of the involved tools. From
an end user’s point of view, the introduced ap-
proach allows time savings and simplifies collab-
orative work.
Collaboration is always about humans. Soft-
ware technologies can support collaboration but
can not guarantee efficient and effective collab-
oration. To address the human aspect collabo-
ration needs to be considered from a psycholog-
ical point of view as well. Questions should be
answered such as: Which kind of people collab-
orate best? Which circumstances prevent peo-
ple from collaboration? What motivates people
to collaborate? In the end, software technolo-
gies can be used as an enabler for collaboration
again, if the answers are used to derive the right
ideas for new supportive software.
Based on experiences made in multidisci-
plinary optimization RCE will be extended con-
tinuously. Currently, tools can be distributed
from one expert to another. This does not
ensure that an expert from another discipline
knows how to use the tool correctly. RCE will
address this issue in the future. Information
about the person, who is responsible for the tool,
will be distributed next to the tool itself. Docu-
mentation of the tool will be directly integrated
in RCE as well as an opportunity for instant
messaging.
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